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Abstract 

Recent progresses in the second generation REBa2Cu3O7-x (RE123) coated conductor (CC) have paved a way for the 

development of superconducting magnets capable of generating fields well above 23.5 T, i.e. the limit of NbTi-

Nb3Sn-based magnets. However, the RE123 magnet still poses several fundamental and engineering challenges. In 

this work we review the state-of-the-art of conductor and magnet technologies. The goal is to illustrate a close 

synergetic relationship between evolution of high-field magnets and advancement in superconductor technology. The 

paper is organised in three parts: 1) the basics of RE123 CC fabrication technique, including latest developments to 

improve conductor performance and production throughput; 2) critical issues and innovative design concepts for the 

RE123-based magnet; and 3) an overview of noteworthy ongoing magnet projects.  
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1. Introduction 

Discovery in 1986 of high-temperature superconductivity (HTS) changed the attitude toward superconductivity of 

many people, inside science and engineering and even outside. Because for the very first time the remarkable 

potentials of superconductivity, much touted for so long, appeared much closer to the real world, at least as real as 

readily accessible liquid nitrogen compared with remote and esoteric world of liquid helium. Although the 77-K 

barrier was first broken by YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) in the bulk form [1], YBCO was quickly followed by 

(BiPb)2Sr2Can−1CunO2n+4, known BSCCO that comes in two varieties, Bi2212 (n=2) and Bi2223 (n=3) [2]. From the 

get-go, BSCCO fabricated in wire became the most eligible HTS for two important applications, power cables and 

magnets. As have been long established by NbTi and Nb3Sn magnets, the preferred conductor form is indisputably 

multifilamentary wire. Of the two varieties, only Bi2212 can be fabricated into multifilamentary wire. This is the 

vital asset of Bi2212 that has kept it relevant from the beginning. For >1-GHz (>23.5 T) NMR magnets, Bi2212, 

particularly with recent progress [3], is poised to become a viable alternative to the 2nd generation REBa2Cu3O7-x 

(RE123, RE = rare earth) coated conductor [4]. Today, RE123 is moving towards a goal of ever-expanding 

possibilities and opportunities in a three-legged race with its most important partner, the magnet. This paper covers 

challenges to and recent progress in the RE123 and high-field superconducting magnets. The paper first discusses 

RE123 issues, including preparation techniques, strategies to reduce critical-current anisotropy, and stress effects on 

critical current. Most of the second half is devoted on magnet technology, specifically on winding techniques, 

quench protection, and field quality. The paper ends with an overview of 6 high-field magnets that rely partly or 

wholly on RE123 coils.  

 

2. RE123 coated conductors for magnet applications 

In the last ten years the RE123 coated conductors have attracted most of the attention in the applied 

superconductivity research. The reasons for this excitement are their high current densities in high magnetic fields, 
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their outstanding mechanical properties (with Hastelloy or stainless steel as substrate) and, above all, a prospect of 

economically viable conductor prices.  

The development of practical superconductors based on RE123 has revolved around the complexity of achieving 

high critical current densities in polycrystalline materials. The problem lies in the build up of charge inhomogeneities 

and strain at the grain boundaries (GBs), regions of mismatch between crystallites with misoriented crystalline axes, 

that act as weak links that drastically limit the current flow [5]. Therefore, the critical current density through the 

RE123 GBs falls off exponentially with increasing misorientation angle θ of adjacent crystallites for θ above 5°-10° 

[5, 6]: it has been necessary to develop expensive and sophisticated crystallographic texture fabrication processes to 

eliminate all but low-angle grain boundaries in useful conductor form. A variety of approaches have been 

implemented at industrial level over the years, but all rely on two common features: a biaxially textured template, 

consisting of a long and flexible tape-shaped metallic substrate coated with a multifunctional oxide barrier; and an 

epitaxial RE123 layer. In addition, for environmental protection and thermal stabilization, an Ag layer a few-µm 

thick and a thicker Cu layer complete the conductor.  

At present, the commercial development of the so-called RE123 coated conductors focuses on three linked issues: 

performance; price; and production length. On one hand manufacturers aim to improve the conductor performance 

without increasing the production costs, on the other they are actively pursuing new routes to simplify the wire 

architecture and increase the produced length and yield, with the goal to reduce the conductor price. The coated 

conductor cost is mostly due to a large investment in the production infrastructure. The industry is therefore focusing 

on to process longer lengths of input material in each production run, increase the useful output from the equipment 

and thus lower the break-even price per unit length. The key ingredients to improve the performance/cost ratio are 

three: 

• Simplify the wire architecture, the production yield being the product of the yield for each production step; 

• Perform buffer and RE123 deposition on large areas, followed by a slitting operation to size the conductor 

to a final width; 

• Increase the production line speed. 

Kilometer lengths of coated conductors have been successfully demonstrated and lengths of 150+ m with a minimum 

critical current of 350 A/cm-width at 77 K and in self-field are currently available. However, the present price of 

~$200 /kA m (at B = 2.5 T, T = 30 K) [7] is too high for widespread marketplace applications: power device 

manufacturers (transformers, motors, SMES, cables, fault-current limiters) demand a price less than $50/kA m.  

In a high-field NbTi/Nb3Sn magnet, the operating current is often limited by wire strength (hoop stress), not by 

critical current. Indeed, for high-field magnets in the field range 19 T-24 T, RE123 and Nb3Sn costs are rather 

competitive.  The reason is mechanical, i.e., an RE123 coil can operate at much higher electromechanical stresses 

than its LTS counterpart, allowing it to fully exploit available high critical current density. Moreover, in a field above 

~18 T, Nb3Sn has to be operated at 2.2 K, while RE123 at 4.2 K. Also note that the tape length required for power 

equipment is large compared to that for a high-field magnet: hundreds of km of tape are needed for a 1 km-long 

power cable, whereas continuous lengths of less than 1 km and total lengths typically of ~10 km are sufficient for a 

high-field HTS coil.  

The remaining part of the section describes the primary approaches for fabrication of a textured template and 

deposition of a superconducting layer and addresses the latest developments in the manufacturing process of RE123 

coated conductors. 
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2.1. Preparation techniques: template texturing 

In commercial coated conductors, the textured template is created by either deforming the metal substrate with the 

Rolling Assisted Biaxially Textured Substrate technology (RABiTS) [8] or by texturing the buffer layers by Ion 

Beam Assisted Deposition (IBAD) [9]. The main features of these two technologies are briefly described below. 

2.1.1. RABiTS template 

In the RABiTS approach, cube texturing is achieved in a NiW substrate through a process of rolling and 

recrystallization annealing [8]. Compared with pure Ni, NiW alloys exhibit reduced magnetization (Curie 

temperatures of 335 K for Ni5at.%W and 630 K for Ni) and higher mechanical strength (yield strengths of  ~150 

MPa at room temperature for  Ni5at.%W and ~70 MPa for Ni). 

Ni5at.%W substrates are industrially prepared in the form of a flexible strip, typically 75-µm thick and more than 1- 

km long. The X-ray full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the diffraction peak referring to the in-plane texture of the 

substrate along the entire production length is ∆φ ~ 6-7° [10]. The out-of-plane (∆χ) FWHM values average 

approximately 7° [10] . After plasma cleaning to reduce surface roughness, epitaxial buffer layers must be deposited 

to provide a lattice-matched surface ready for the growth of an HTS layer. 

The first layer is typically Y2O3 (AMSC, [10]) or CeO2 (Sumitomo, [11]). This seed layer achieves an out-of-plane 

texture that is sharper than the NiW substrate. This is a key step in the production of the RABiTS template. The 

second yttrium-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) layer behaves as a blocking layer for the inter-diffusion of substrate atoms. 

Top CeO2 is then prepared to compensate the lattice mismatch between the superconductor and the YSZ layer. The 

enhanced texture of the seed layer with respect to the substrate propagates throughout the subsequent YSZ and CeO2 

buffer layers. This template results in an improvement of ~3° in ∆χ  and ~1° in ∆φ [12] compared with the NiW tape. 

All buffer layers are grown by RF-sputtering. The layer thickness varies among manufacturers, but it is typically of 

the order of 100 nm. 

Further developments of the RABiTS technology are oriented towards substrates characterized by a reduced 

ferromagnetic behaviour, in order to lower the hysteretic losses especially for power applications. To this end, higher 

W-content NiW substrates with the qualified cube texture are being developed [13], but also new preparation 

approaches for composite substrates are reported [14]. The concept of a composite substrate is to have a thin 

biaxially textured Ni5at.%W layer on a non-magnetic Ni9at.%W base substrate. Although the biaxially textured 

layer in this clad-type substrate is ferromagnetic, the overall magnetization is reduced.    

2.1.2. IBAD template 

The IBAD technique generates a preferred texture in the buffer layer, hence it does not require a textured substrate. 

Polycrystalline Hastelloy or stainless steel tapes (typical 50-100 µm thick) are submitted to an electropolishing 

process. This process reduces surface roughness from ~50 nm to less than 2 nm [15]. On the polished substrate 

surface an Al2O3 diffusion-barrier and an Y2O3 seed layers are deposited by sputtering technique. The Al2O3 and 

Y2O3 layers are 100-200 nm and 10-20 nm thick, respectively [16]. A biaxially textured MgO layer is then grown on 

the Y2O3 layer with the Ion Beam Assisted Deposition. This technique deposits MgO in a standard PLD geometry, 

using a RF plasma source that assists ion beam. The assisting ion is typically Ar+ with beam energy of ~1 keV and an 

irradiating angle between 45° and 55° from the substrate normal.  

Two mechanisms have been proposed to explain how ion beams affect the crystallographic orientation of growing 

films. The variation of growth rate with crystal orientation is associated with the existence of crystallographic 
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directions along which ions easily penetrate into the crystal. Consequently, grains having these channeling directions 

aligned parallel with the ion beam have a higher growth rate than nonaligned grains.  The second mechanism is 

related to the recrystallization on the substrate. The aligned grains are less damaged than nonaligned grain by the 

ions. During the thermal spike associated with ion bombardment, the aligned grains can grow into their more 

damaged surroundings, thereby reorienting the more damaged material [17]. Typically an appropriate texture is 

achieved for a very thin layer (<10nm), though a homoepitaxial layer of MgO (~50nm) [15] is often added. The 

typical in-plane texture ∆φ in the MgO layer is < 10° [16]. 

The next process may vary among manufacturers. At Fujikura, a 500-nm thick CeO2 layer is deposited on MgO and 

a sharp in-plane texture ∆φ=4° is obtained [18]. SuperPower, SuNAM and SuperOx grow a LaMnO3 layer (20-30 

nm) by sputtering atop the homoepitaxial MgO [15, 19, 20]. 

A variant of the IBAD process, the Alternating Beam Assisted Deposition (ABAD), has been developed by Bruker 

[21]. In this approach, the substrate, first exposed to a molecular flow provided by a sputter source, acquires a few 

nanometer-thick layer of YSZ. In the following step this layer undergoes an ion etching with an Ar+ ion beam. After 

several tens of deposition-etching cycles, a sufficiently high in-plane texture (with FWHM = 8-9°) is achieved in the 

YSZ layer. A high rate pulsed laser deposition (HR-PLD) is then used for growing a ~0.1-µm thick CeO2 cap layer. 

The American manufacturer STI has focused on the development of a simplified IBAD architecture where the 

unpolished Hastelloy substrates are planarized by a solution deposition process (SDP) [22], eliminating the need for 

an electropolishing step. The idea is to coat the unpolished substrate with a liquid solution: the liquid surface tension 

planarizes the free surface, resulting in thicker layers over valleys and thinner layers over peaks, overall, a smoother 

surface than that with the underlying substrate. Specifically, several coatings of Y2O3 and Y2O3-Al 2O3 mixtures are 

used to planarize the substrate, leading to a surface roughness of less than ~2 nm. SDP has thus the advantage of 

replacing three steps: electropolishing; barrier; and nucleation layer deposition. The material deposited by SDP is 

then used as a bed layer for the IBAD and homoepitaxial MgO. In the STI template, HTS is deposited on the MgO 

layer without the need for additional epitaxial buffers, such as LaMnO3 or CeO2. 

It should be stressed that for power applications both NiW and Hastelloy/Steel substrates can be used, while for high-

field magnets the substrate mechanical strength of Hastelloy trumps that of NiW. Indeed, this superior mechanical 

strength makes the Hastelloy-substrate RE123 coated conductor a preferred option to all other HTS for high-field 

(>20 T) magnets.  

 

2.2. Preparation techniques: RE123 layer deposition 

In commercial coated conductors multiple techniques for depositing epitaxial RE123 are presently being adopted, 

with a goal of achieving a low-cost flexible process that is also easily scalable to mass industrial production. Table 1 

lists key parameters of the coated conductors among manufacturers. The RE123 layer can be deposited either by 

chemical routes, such as metal organic deposition (MOD) [23] and metal organic chemical vapor deposition 

(MOCVD) [24], or by physical routes, such as pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [11, 16, 25, 26] and reactive co-

evaporation (RCE) [15, 22]. MOD and RCE are ex-situ processes incorporating two steps: deposition of the 

precursors and subsequent conversion of the precursors into RE123. On the other hand, deposition and formation 

occur simultaneously during in-situ processes such as PLD and MOCVD. 

The basic principles defining these alternative approaches currently used at industrial level are summarized in the 

following subsections. 
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2.2.1. Metal Organic Deposition (MOD) 

In the MOD process a solution of fluorine-based organic precursors bearing the stoichiometric proportions of cations 

for forming RE123 is deposited on the substrate by dip-coating [23]. The technology developed at AMSC for 

commercial HTS wires is based on this approach. In MOD the control of the coating thickness is achieved by fine-

tuning the solution concentration and viscosity. The coating is then dried and decomposed at temperatures below 

600°C to remove carbon-containing materials, leaving a mixture of yttrium–barium–oxyfluoride, Y2O3, and copper 

oxides. The decomposition temperature profile is carefully controlled to prevent cracking of the film, which is ~20-

µm thick as it enters the decomposition process. This film is subsequently reacted at temperatures in the range 700–

800°C in an O2–H2O environment to form RE123. A silver passivation layer, several micrometers thick, is then 

deposited, followed by an oxygen anneal to optimize the RE123 performance. With a single coating step it is 

possible to achieve 0.8-µm effective RE123 thickness (corresponding to approximately 1 µm actual thickness 

including porosity and secondary phases), but the coating and decomposition processes can be repeated multiple 

times to achieve thicker layers and thus increase the overall critical current. Recently, ink jet printing has appeared as 

an interesting alternative to the dip-coating deposition of the precursors, although only demonstrated at laboratory 

scale for the time being [27, 28]. In this approach thermal or piezoelectric print heads dispense small droplets of 

consistent volume of the precursor solution on the substrate. This allows a better control of film thickness, precise 

positioning (including patterning, if necessary), solution waste minimization, and reproducibility. Presently, Oxolutia 

and Deutsche Nanoschicht are working to scale it up to the industrial level. 

2.2.2. Metal Organic Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD) 

MOCVD is a proven process for large-scale manufacturing of several materials and it was successfully adapted to 

RE123 by SuperPower [24]. It is a multistep process. Organic precursors are used for Y (or other rare earth 

materials), Ba, and Cu. In the first step, the liquid precursors are vaporized at a constant temperature. The vaporized 

precursors then flow in a carrier gas of argon and oxygen and are injected onto a hot substrate. RE123 films, 

typically ~1-µm thick, are deposited within a temperature regime of 700–800°C in partial oxygen pressure. The 

deposition temperature is optimized to achieve a dense film structure as well as to minimize coarsening of 

particulates. If the film thickness is increased, a dead layer formed by secondary phases, pores, and misaligned grains 

nucleates grows on the RE123 surface. However, this problem can be overcome with a multi-pass technique, i.e. 

depositing multiple layers of RE123 one atop each other in individual passes. 

2.2.3. Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) 

The PLD process, widely used in the development of the coated conductor technology, has been recently optimized 

by various manufacturers (Bruker, Fujikura, SuperOx and Sumitomo) and scaled up to production lengths [11, 16, 

20, 21, 26]. A pulsed ultraviolet laser, typically an excimer laser from KrF or XeCl, irradiated a sintered target with 

the desired composition to form a superconducting layer. The ablation of RE123 bulk material requires a laser 

fluence of 10-30 mJ/mm2 [29, 30]:  the target material is vaporized in a plasma plume and deposited on the substrate. 

It is known that to insure good film stoichiometry the film thickness per one deposition pulse should not exceed 0.1 

nm. Moreover, the pulse repetition rate must be kept below ~50 Hz to prevent deterioration of the critical current 

density. Bruker and Fujikura adopted a technique based on scanning the laser beam over a large-area target [18,20]. 

The laser plume produced in the course of such scans causes a film deposition in random sequence of small areas 

over a large-area substrate, which is also smoothly moved during the film deposition. The target and substrate scans 
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are performed independently in time, and, therefore, insure a homogeneous film thickness and stoichiometry. Under 

such conditions, the repetition rate of laser pulses can be increased by a factor of 103 while the local repetition rate of 

the deposition pulses is kept at the low level of < 20 Hz. The film thickness obtained by one pass is generally about 

0.3-0.5 µm, and thus multiple layers have to be deposited in order to acquire a high critical current. 

2.2.4. Reactive Co-Evaporation (RCE) 

In the RCE process Y (or Gd), Ba, and Cu are individually heated to evaporate and deposit them on the substrate. 

Atomic absorption spectroscopy is used to measure the vapor density close to the sources and fine-tune the heater 

power, in order to adjust the film composition. Two manufacturers adopted this approach, but with some differences. 

At SuNAM the film is deposited in a single step. Then, the as-deposited amorphous film is passed through a tube 

furnace at 860°C with two different oxygen pressures (10-2 mTorr and 150 mTorr) and during a rapid oxidation 

process the amorphous film is converted in Gd123 [31, 32]. At STI the superconducting layer is formed in a cyclic 

process of deposition and reaction [22]. The sample alternates on a fast time scale between a low-pressure region, 

where it receives a deposit from the sources, and a high-pressure region (pO2
≈20 mTorr), where it is oxidized, 

forming a superconducting layer. Co-evaporated materials are deposited on substrates wound on a rotating drum 

heated at 700°-800°C. As reported [22], the drum rotation is adjusted to obtain a ratio of coating time to oxidation 

time of 1:9. With a 5-Hz rotation speed and a 6-nm/s evaporation rate, approximately 0.12 nm is deposited per pass, 

giving an average deposition rate of 0.6 nm/s. In this way 1-µm thick film can be deposited in 30 minutes. 

 

As a closing remark to this section, it should be stressed that selecting a suitable deposition strategy for magnet 

applications is a very complex decision because technical aspects need to be inevitably balanced with commercial 

aspects and reframed within the existing market prospective. It is in fact not easy for tape manufacturers to cover the 

broad spectrum of specifications defined by the various industries interested in coated conductors. On one hand, the 

electric utility sector, representing a huge potential market for HTS conductors, has less stringent requirements in 

terms of single-piece length but demands both large current-carrying capacities and production capabilities. On the 

other hand, coil manufacturers are interested in longer, continuous lengths and enhanced mechanical properties for 

the market potentials much smaller than those for the electric utility sector. Achieving long, defect-free wire lengths 

is a true challenge that forces manufacturers to simultaneously increase the batch length and improve the process 

yield (defect-free length / km of processed conductor). High yield of course tremendously impacts product price 

especially in a small market. If production volume could be increased and the process throughput simultaneously 

Table 1 Fabrication process and template of industrial coated conductors 
  

Manufacturer Technique Substrate Buffer layers HTS 

AMSC RABiTS/MOD NiW Y2O3/YSZ/CeO2 Y123 

SuperPower IBAD/MOCVD Hastelloy Al 2O3/Y2O3/MgO/LaMnO3 Gd123 

Bruker*  ABAD/PLD stainless steel YSZ/CeO2 Y123 

Fujikura IBAD/PLD Hastelloy Al 2O3/Y2O3/MgO/CeO2 Gd123 

SuperOx IBAD/PLD Hastelloy Al 2O3/Y2O3/MgO/LaMnO3/CeO2 Gd123 

Sumitomo*  RABiTS/PLD NiW CeO2/YSZ/CeO2 Gd123 

SuNAM IBAD/RCE Hastelloy or Stainless Steel Al2O3/Y2O3/MgO/LaMnO3 Gd123 

STI*  IBAD/RCE Hastelloy Y2O3-Al 2O3/MgO Y123 
* As yet marketplace conductor.       
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enhanced, the rate at which longer lengths could be available would be also higher without necessarily working on 

the reduction of the number of defects per unit length. In this equation, as presented earlier in the section, throughput 

and batch size are the only parameters directly controllable by the wire manufacturers. Processes that allow 

depositing the ceramic superconductor at higher rates and over larger processing areas may, in the long run, facilitate 

efficient production of long lengths. A solid organic growth of the HTS conductor demands will in any case remain 

the main driver favouring the production of long lengths.     

2.3. Strategies to reduce the anisotropy of critical current density (Jc) 

Field-dependent Jc of RE123 tape depends importantly on θ, the angle between field direction and the RE123 

crystallographic orientation, here, θ = 0 and θ = 90o defined, respectively, when field is parallel to the ab-plane (tape 

surface) and the c-axis (normal to tape surface). The anisotropy makes Jc maximum at θ = 0 and minimum near θ = 

90o and the ratio of the current densities in the two orientations tends to increase with increasing magnetic field. By 

itself, the conductor anisotropy is not detrimental but it introduces an extra layer of complexity in the magnet design 

process. In a magnet, the conductor is exposed to a magnetic field whose angle depends on its position in the 

winding. This implies that the loadline at each point of an HTS coil virtually intercepts a different Jc(B) curve. A 

careful adaptation of the magnet design process to the specific anisotropic conductor characteristic is necessary in 

order to determine criticalities and safety margins of each design.   

In order to minimize the effect of anisotropy and limit the complexity of the design process, artificial pinning centers 

are being implemented. Over the last few years, extensive research has been conducted on BaZrO3 (BZO) additions. 

Enhanced flux pinning has been obtained by BZO-incorporated RE123 thin films made by PLD [33], MOCVD [34] 

and MOD [35]. Depending on deposition technique, the morphology and size of the precipitates and thus the effects 

on the pinning properties are different.  

PLD and MOCVD lead to the formation of anisotropic nanorods (~5 nm in diameter, >100 nm in length) that grow 

along the c-axis [36, 37]. The intrinsic weak pinning in the magnetic field parallel to the c-axis is thus reinforced by 

the interaction between nanorods and vortices. On the other hand, MOD produces distributed BZO-nanodots (10-50 

nm in size), resulting in a more isotropic pinning landscape [38]. In both cases, the enhanced pinning has been 

correlated to the nanostrain emerging from the interfaces between the BZO inclusions and the RE123 matrix [38]. It 

is possible to introduce BZO inclusions also in RE123 films grown by RCE. However, the required control of the 

precipitates’ shape and dimensions and thus the positive effects on Jc are not yet achieved with this deposition 

technique. In a recent work on the SuNAM tapes [39] it was shown that RCE leads to the formation of uniformly 

dispersed Gd2O3 particles in the Gd123 layer. The refinement of these Gd2O3 particles seems to be a promising 

alternative to BZO for enhancing pinning in CCs processed by RCE [32].   

In Fig. 1 the angular dependences of Ic at T = 77 K, B = 1 T are compared for RE123 tapes fabricated by MOCVD 

with and without BZO inclusions [40]. BZO leads to a two-fold enhancement of Ic in the orientation of B 

perpendicular to the tape surface (at angles around 180° in Fig.1). However, at temperatures below ~40 K BZO 

nanorods do not lead to any c-axis peak, even when the critical current values are higher compared with those of the 

undoped samples (Fig. 2) [41].   

The impact of anisotropy on magnet design is very application-specific and depends from several factors like the 

geometry of the HTS coil itself (winding thickness, coil length, inner diameter), the presence, design and position of 

external magnetic sources (outserts) and the coil operating conditions (in particular temperature and ramping/cooling 

strategies). Specifically, for high-field magnets, the most critical regions are usually located at the extremities of the 
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HTS coil where the value of the field perpendicular to the crystallographic ab-plane is highest due to the combined 

effect of the HTS self-field and the outsert field [42].  

Although not based on conductor technology, some strategies have been proposed to minimize the detrimental 

effects of the anisotropy. One of these, the multi-width (MW) winding technique [43], is applicable to a magnet 

comprising an assembly of double-pancake coils. It consists in grading the conductor width of the double pancake 

coils, assigning the narrowest to magnet regions near the magnet midplane and the widest to those at and near the 

magnet ends where, as stated above, the tape performance degradation by perpendicular field components is greatest.  

Generally speaking, isotropic wires are desirable mainly because not only the wire performance is independent of 

field direction but also the design and magnet construction processes can rely on many years of experience with LTS 

conductors for many magnets, e.g., high-field laboratory, NMR and MRI magnets. For this reason, the concept of 

round wires based on RE123 tapes to circumvent conductor anisotropy is also being examined within the European 

Project EUROTAPES consortium [44]: a proposed idea folds the coated conductor along its longitudinal axis into a 
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tube, with the RE123 layer placed on the neutral axis of the tape. The approach is interesting but a clear drawback 

will be the low bendability of such a conductor. 

 

2.4. Strategies to reduce hysteretic losses 

For applied field above the so-called penetration field, hysteretic losses, Qhyst, in a superconducting wire scale with 

the critical current density and with the effective size of the filaments. The multifilamentary configuration is standard 

for LTS, chiefly to minimize hysteretic losses. Typical values of Qhyst for a field cycle  ±3T at 4.2K are ~50 mJ/cm3 

in NbTi wires and between 100 and 1000 mJ/cm3 for the various grades of Nb3Sn wires [45].  In coated conductors 

the superconductor is of a single layer ~1-µm thick and 4-12 mm width, making its hysteretic losses strongly 

dependent on its effective size to the direction of a time-varying field. This size varies with the conductor orientation 

to the field, i.e., from ~1-µm (parallel) to 4-12 mm (perpendicular). Note that in a solenoid the radial component (i.e., 

perpendicular direction) of its self field increases axially away from the midplane, reaching maximum at two ends of 

the solenoid. Therefore, at the coil ends the hysteretic losses of a coated conductor are much larger than in 

multifilamentary wires. The hysteretic losses depend on the effective filament size and thus in coated conductors AC 

losses are expected to be 2-3 order of magnitudes higher than those in LTS wires (as much as 4-12-mm wide in 

coated conductors against  ~1-µm filament size in NbTi wires) and at least one order of magnitude higher losses than 

in Bi2212 and Bi2223 tapes, though their effective sizes are <1 mm, are, unlike LTS filaments, magnetically well 

coupled.  In the perpendicular orientation Qhyst (4.2 K) well above 104 mJ/cm3 have been reported for coated 

conductors on the IBAD Hastelloy substrate [46]. In the RABiTS approach, additional hysteretic losses arise from 

the ferromagnetic substrate and this is making AMSC to switch from Ni5at%W to a non-magnetic Ni9at%W 

substrate [13]. 

Special conductor designs are needed to minimize the conductor’s susceptibility to large AC losses on perpendicular 

field. In particular, the subdivision of the RE123 layer into parallel filaments along the tape axis has been explored at 

laboratory scale either using subtractive processes, e.g., chemical etching [47], ion implantation [48] and laser 

ablation [49] or by direct printing of multifilamentary structures through ink jet deposition [50]. The typical width of 

the RE123 strips is in the order of 100 µm, with an inter-stripe separation of ~100 nm. In some cases striation is 

achieved by completely removing material, in others by degrading the superconducting properties of the inter-stripe 

region [48, 51]. Also the silver cap layer and copper stabilizer on the top of the superconductor have to be striated to 

prevent from coupled filaments [47]. However, it is not a straightforward task to develop an economically viable 

process to achieve such structures over industrial lengths. Even these techniques of slitting the superconductor into 

many parallel narrow strips do not address to minimize another source of AC losses: coupling.  

2.5. Effects of mechanical loads on Ic 

2.5.1. Reversible effects of strain 

Due to the intrinsic brittleness of the RE123 layer, electromagnetic strain during operation may degrade irreversibly 

the critical current of a coated conductor. The irreversible limits under axial and transverse mechanical loads are 

mainly determined by the conductor architecture and will be treated in Secs. 2.5.2 and 2.5.3. Below the irreversible 

strain limit beyond which the superconducting layer is damaged, strain affects Ic reversibly, i.e., Ic returns to its initial 

value when the strain is released.  
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As recently shown by Sunwong, et al. [52], the normalized Ic for coated conductors follows an almost parabolic 

dependence as a function of strain, independent of angle and magnetic field up to B/Bc2 = 0.4 (Fig. 3). This behaviour 

is dissimilar to that observed in Nb3Sn wires, where the effects of applied strain on the critical current become more 

pronounced when B/Bc2 increases [53]. The difference is attributed to the stronger strain dependence of the 

superconducting parameters Bc2 and Tc in Nb3Sn compared with that in the biaxially textured RE123 layer.  

The single crystal data on Y123 show that the dependence of Tc on applied pressure is highly anisotropic within the 

ab-plane of the crystal lattice [54]. Tc increases with pressure applied along the b-axis, dTc/dpb being ~2 K/GPa, 

whereas it decreases with the same rate when pressure is applied along the a-axis. In a coated conductor, RE123 

grains are generally oriented either with the a-axis or with the b-axis along the conductor length and the two 

orientations are equally distributed. Therefore strain applied along the conductor length is locally oriented either 

along the a-axis or along the b-axis of the RE123 grains. This implies that the average superconducting properties of 

the RE123 layer do not depend on strain, but the dispersion of the distribution of the properties may change. The 

maximum in the Ic vs. strain curve corresponds to an optimum strain state where the overall Tc and Bc2 distributions 

are lowest. On the other hand, critical current becomes almost insensitive to strain when coated conductors are 
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Figure 4 77-K Ic vs. strain plots: blue squares correspond to a- and b-axes of the Gd123 film oriented parallel to the 
tape length, red circles correspond to a- and b-axes of the Gd123 film rotated by 45° from the longitudinal direction

[56]. 

 
Figure 3 (a) Normalized 77-K critical current vs. intrinsic strain plots of an Y123 coated conductor for selected 
fields applied parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis. (b) Normalized 4.2-K critical current vs. intrinsic strain plots 
in selected magnetic fields in the range 2 -14T parallel to the c-axis. Reprinted from [52]. 
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prepared with a and b axes of the RE123 film rotated by 45° from the longitudinal direction (Fig. 4) [55, 56]. The 

reversible effects of strain on Ic are also influenced by other parameters: 

• Strain sensitivity depends on the composition of the superconducting layer. In particular, Gd123 coated 

conductors exhibit a lower strain sensitivity of Ic compared with Y123 conductors [57]; 

• Mismatch in thermal contraction among the different components of a coated conductor as it is cooled 

generates a thermal residual strain in the RE123 film, which depends on the conductor architecture; 

• Peak strain value may change with applied field [58, 59]. These changes do not depend on microscopic 

mechanisms related to superconductivity, but are attributed to the field and strain dependence of the normal 

properties of the grain boundaries [52].  

2.5.2. Irreversible limit under axial loads: influence of the conductor design   

Due to the large fractional section area of metallic substrates, mechanical strength is a big asset of RE123 coated 

conductor compared with BSCCO tape and wire. With stainless steel (SS) or Hastelloy substrate the critical axial 

stress (95%-retention Ic) can reach, depending on the Cu fractional area, 700 MPa. However, the strength gap 

between RE123 and BSCCO conductors is reducing. It has been recently shown that the maximum tensile stress of 

Bi2223 tapes can be improved up to 430 MPa by a new lamination technique [60]. On the other hand, the increase in 

current density of Bi2212 wires [3] leaves room for the introduction of mechanical reinforcement in the winding, 

without sacrificing the overall current density. 

The composite architecture of the main industrial coated conductors is summarized in Table 2. Some manufacturers 

may apply a lamination technique to elongate the reversible strain, or just to add the required electrical stabilization. 

Ic degradation of 5% is often measured at 0.3-0.5% strain, depending on the deposition technology and on the 

substrate. The highest strain limits may be achieved for tape laminated with a material of large thermal contraction. 

After the RE123 film is deposited, the substrate and the electrical stabilizer (or the laminated support), because of 

their large coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE), pre-compresses the film. Different precompressions are obtained 

by a combination of different materials of substrate, stabilizer and laminated support [61]. Interestingly, Hastelloy 

substrate contracts only slightly more than RE123 film, resulting in a negligible precompression induced the film.  

In 2005 Shin, et al. [62], investigated the effect of stabilizer layer on critical current for a PLD-Y123 coated 

conductor deposited onto a 50-µm thick NiW substrate. In particular, their results showed that a 70-µm thick 

laminated SS tape significantly increases the irreversible tensile strain, because SS contracts more than NiW, 

inducing a large precompression in the superconductor layer. Apparently, the resultant precompression is large 

enough to be beneficial but not too large to damage the superconducting layer.  The method can thus be used to 

Table 2 Substrate materials, electrical and mechanical stabilization of industrial coated conductors  
 

 AMSC Fujikura SuNAM SuperPower 

SUBSTRATE 75µm NiW 
75-100 µm 

Hastelloy C276 

60µm Hastelloy C276 or 

>80µm stainless steel 

50-100 µm 

Hastelloy C276 

LAMINATION 

50µm copper or 

150 µm brass or 

25-75µm stainless steel 

75-100 µm 

one side 
brass available na 

ELECTROPLATED 

COPPER 
na na 

15 µm 

both sides 

20-50 µm 

both sides 
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enhance the irreversible limit of the coated conductor. Moreover, the irreversible strain of the non-laminated tape 

was 0.21%, while it was 0.44% for laminated tape. Sumitomo researchers have adopted a similar approach to 

precompress their DI-BSCCO tape by laminating the bare conductor with pretensioned tape [63]. 

More recently, the same authors [64] have compared the effects of a brass lamination placed on top of different 

commercial RE123 tapes. Results showed that brass can enhance the irreversible strain limit by more than 0.2%, but 

clearly at the expense of engineering critical current density Jeng. In general, these data seem to evince that any 

lamination carried out with materials weaker than the substrate will degrade the maximum critical hoop stress at any 

given Jeng (referring to a solenoidal coil), even if the laminated material has a high CTE. 

Regarding the electroplated copper, this stabilizer will be in annealing state as long as the temperature does not fall 

below 350-400°C after the deposition process. Only below these temperatures Cu will start to precompress the 

RE123 film. And even if the CTE of copper is very high, its influence is smaller than SS substrate (or Hastelloy), 

because the Young modulus of SS or Hastelloy is almost double that of copper. 

Although the substrate withstands quite well high deposition temperature, the temperature dependences of its 

mechanical properties (Young modulus, yield stress, CTE) should be taken into account. Moreover, a SS substrate 

contracts more than Hastelloy (e.g. 35% higher contraction from RT to 4K). Due to this feature, tapes with SS 

substrates show slightly higher strain limit for the 95%-retention Ic and much higher irreversible strain limits [65]. 

The beneficial effect of thermal contraction is also confirmed by improvement in irreversibility strain limit in tapes 

measured at 4.2 K and 77 K [66]. This mechanical advantage of the SS substrate is however of little importance 

because of the much lower yield stress of SS—Hastelloy yields at 1,100 MPa, whereas SS starts yielding at 800 

MPa. Basically, even if 95%-retention Ic with SS substrate may fall at around 0.65% and with Hastelloy at 0.55%, 

the corresponding tape stress would be ~780 MPa for SS and ~825 MPa for Hastelloy (Fig. 5). For very high-field 

solenoidal magnets, hoop stress in the superconductor is a critical parameter, and Hastelloy is likely a better support. 

In terms of Jeng too, the thicker SS substrate becomes less preferable to the thinner Hatelloy substrate. If SS substrate 

is used over Hastelloy substrate, its thickness will be greater than Hastelloy’s. This is to partially compensate for the 

lower yielding stress of SS. Generally, the larger the ratio of substrate/stabilizer, the greater the mechanical 

properties and the smaller  the Jeng. 

On the other side, the SS substrate is cost-effective (it should reduce costs by 2-3 Euro/kA m at 77K [67]), but given 

the today market price of the coated conductors, this advantage is now considered negligible. Another interesting 

point deserves to be mentioned: the deposition of RE123 on SS-316L has shown delamination problems in the past 

 
Figure 5 Normalized 77-K Ic vs. strain curves for coated conductors with different substrates in self field (left 
graph). Stress-strain curves for substrate materials and Cu-stabilized coated conductor tapes. Reprinted from [65]. 
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[68] that were attributed to a strong thermal contraction mismatch between SS and RE123. From 900°C to room 

temperature SS contracts 0.4% more than RE123, while the thermal contractions of Hastelloy and RE123 are nearly 

the same.  

Regarding enhancement of the irreversible strain limit, Cheggour, et al. [61] in 2005 reported that the stability of 

fracture propagation in RE123 films is strongly related to the intimate contact among the film, the substrate, and the 

stabilizer. It is known that the addition of metallic layers to ceramics greatly improves the fracture toughness of these 

brittle phases, because metallic layer acts as crack inhibiter/arrester. 

Furthermore, the thicker the substrate the further away from the neutral axis of bending will the RE123 film find 

itself when wound on a coil former. If the RE123 film is kept on the radially-outer side (tension), it can be a problem 

for magnets requiring small bending radii (small radius coil formers). This is confirmed by the work discussed in 

[65] which indicates that a tape with 50 µm Hastelloy substrate can be bent on a 6-mm radius with an Ic degradation 

smaller than 5%, whereas a tape with 100-µm SS substrate already degrades by almost 10% when bent on a 6-mm 

radius, thus showing a much higher sensitivity to bending strain because of the higher intrinsic strain applied to the 

RE123 film.  

Among available literature a few research efforts has covered also the effect of cyclic loads. Superconductors used in 

magnet applications are exposed to various mechanical loads during their operational lifetime. These loads are 

mostly due to handling during manufacturing, thermal contraction mismatches during cooling and electromagnetic 

forces during operation. Features such as intensity and frequency of the loads strongly depend on magnet application. 

Laboratory and NMR magnets are usually ramped up slowly with load frequencies of orders of magnitude lower than 

those found in electrical machines (motors and generators).  Nevertheless, design of durable high field laboratory 

magnets must take into account the effect of cyclic loads on the critical current. Fatigue occurs when a material is 

subjected to repeated loading and unloading. Coated conductors are manufactured with both ductile metals and brittle 

ceramics, and their interaction under repeated loads is cumbersome. The superconducting ceramic is extremely 

sensitive to the maximum applied stress, and much less to the fatigue stress ratio, i.e. the ratio between minimum and 

maximum stress experienced in a cycle, whereas the ductile metals could easily present fatigue strength limit in the 

order of 1/3 of the static one just for being exposed to large fatigue stress ratios. High stresses have higher 

probabilities to quickly damage the ceramic compound, whereas large fatigue stress ratio can slowly generate cracks 

in the metals of the composite tape. Mbaruku et al. [69] were the first to characterize commercial coated conductors 

in cycles >100k. In particular, their work has pointed out that fatigue cracks in the RE123 layer do not occur 
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everywhere in the sample but are localized in weak areas, starting from the sample edge and moving towards the 

center (likely due to the slitting process used to cut a 12 mm wide tape into 3 strips of 4 mm width). Their results on 

a standard SuperPower tape with 50-µm thick Hastelloy substrate and 20-µm thick Cu stabilizer show no degradation 

in Ic or n-values even after 200k cycles for an applied maximum strain of 0.367%, with a fatigue strain ratio of 0.5 at 

a load frequency of 0.4Hz. Significant degradation was observed with higher maximum applied strains, or with 

smaller strain ratios (see Fig. 6). Sugano et al. [70] reported results on samples fabricated by MOCVD on a 100-µm 

thick Hastelloy substrate. They found two types of fatigue mechanisms acting independently from each other: one 

related to failure of the Hastelloy substrate and the other related to failure of the Ag layer. More recently, Shin et al. 

[71] tested IBAD/ Sm123 tapes deposited on a 80-µm thick Hastelloy substrate. Their tests have confirmed once 

again that the fatigue cycle limit decreases drastically at smaller strain ratios. All these tests indicate that not only a 

long lifetime can be expected for standard laboratory magnets but also a maximum strain should be chosen carefully 

for magnets that will undergo many loading cycles.  

2.5.3. Transversal stress and delamination 

The delamination problem of coated conductors has been known for a few years now. Indeed, RE123 coated 

conductors are made up of numbers of layers which can be modelled as adhesive lap joints, where the brittle 

buffer/RE123 layer is expected to bond both the substrate (on which it is deposited) and the silver layer, on top of 

which the copper stabilizer is usually deposited or laminated. The RE123 coated conductor performances are 

degraded significantly once the brittle adhesive buffer/RE123 assembly layer detaches or breaks. Five common 

stresses inherent in adhesive joints can cause detachments/fractures: tensile, shear, compressive, cleavage, and peel. 

Tensile stress corresponds to hoop stress in a solenoidal coil. Cleavage occurs when an external force acts to open 

one edge of the adhesive assembly. Peel is similar to cleavage, except here an adhered part is flexible. In cleavage 

and peel, the detaching force acts over a small part of the adhesive bond and, therefore, the critical (cleavage and 

peel) strengths are much lower [72]. Recently, Maeda at Riken summarized all the mechanical properties of RE123 

tape with a detailed matrix reported in Table 3 [73]. The axial tension of >700 MPa refers to a 50-µm thick Hastelloy 

substrate tape. Also note that each stress value corresponds to a tape with electroplated copper stabilizer. 

The initial work by NIST in 2007 [74] on tapes produced by AMSC suggested that the tape slitting procedure in the 

production process plays an important role in the delamination issue. In order to reduce the manufacturing costs of 

coated conductors, many manufacturers deposit a thin film on substrates a few-cm wide. This wide tape is then slit 

longitudinally to produce standard tapes, e.g. 4-mm wide. This slitting deforms the substrate, which is clearly visible 

in micrographs of the slit tape cross section, and also generates initial cracks in the RE123 layer that can easily 

propagate under a relatively small applied transverse tension. A transverse tension can in general occur on the 

conductor if the winding is filled with, for example, epoxy resin with unmatched thermal contractions. Without 

precautions, epoxy impregnation, which is a common practice in magnet technology (especially in the power sector), 

can easily damage the coated conductors. In the same paper, NIST suggested that the strength of slit coated 

conductors against delamination raised significantly by reinforcing the conductor with laminated copper strips and 

solder fillets at the conductor edges. They also noted that islands of relative weak material, invariably present in the 

conductors, result in strong Ic degradation at low transverse stress. These local microstructure weak spots may 

originate from production defects or during slitting procedure or both. Finally, the NIST authors argued that coated 

conductors lack a soft metallic layer that could act as an absorber to compensate for thermal mismatch during cool-

down (epoxy resins contract much more than metals); on the other hand, Bi2223 tapes have a matrix of silver, a 
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metal much more malleable than SS or Hastelloy. Indeed, delamination has never been an issue with Bi2223 coils 

(even if delamination tests showed strengths lower than those in coated conductors). The silver deforms without 

transferring the thermal stress to the brittle ceramic filaments of Bi2223. 

In order to circumvent the delamination problems in epoxy impregnated layer wound coils, NHMFL proposed to use 

Polyester heat-shrink tubing from Advanced Polymers, Inc. [75] to decouple the tape from the epoxy. A similar 

problem was observed in epoxy-impregnated double pancake coils by Takematsu, et al. [76]. A thorough 

investigation on the subject, including tests and FEM analysis, was carried out by Yanagisawa, et al. [72]. This 

research group [77] found that degradation of the epoxy impregnated RE123 coil is eliminated if a polyimide-

electrodeposited (PIED) insulation of thickness 15-30 µm is applied to the tape conductor. The transverse stress on 

Table 3 Stress limits for a coated conductor under various mechanical constraints [73] 
 

Type of Stress Stress [Mpa] Scheme 

Axial  
(50-µm thick 

Hastelloy substrate) 
> 700 

 

Transverse  ~ 10-100 

 

Transverse 
compressive 

> 100 

 

Shear stress > 19 

 

Cleavage 

< 1  

Peel 
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the tape is reduced owning to 1) plastic deformation of the ductile polyimide and 2) easily debondable epoxy resin. 

The polyimide layer acts as a “missing” soft absorber layer that apparently accommodates thermal mismatches 

during cool-down. To date, this solution seems to be the best option for insulated coils [78, 79]. 

Other investigations at UH and Andong University [80, 81] indicate that if the problem must be fixed at the 

manufacturing stage, a viable solution would be to make the electroplated copper layer thicker, especially along the 

tape edges, which the slitting may have damaged.  

For high-field magnet applications, our focus should be on developing suitable insulation and/or impregnation 

techniques rather than eliminating defects during the deposition process. All the literature available suggests that in 

case of epoxy-impregnated coils, it is safer to decouple conductor and epoxy; this decoupling may be unnecessary 

with PIED insulated tape. The technological consequences of delamination and impregnation are further discussed in 

section 3.1.3, “Coil impregnation”. 

 

3. Engineering issues in 2G HTS coil technology             

3.1. Coil Technology 

For the HTS magnet to fully achieve its potentials, the intrinsic anisotropic properties of RE123 and large aspect 

ratio of its tapes pose design challenges, requiring solutions, both innovative and based on the traditional LTS 

technology. The relevant technical challenges posed by the HTS conductors for magnet applications are winding 

process, coil impregnation, insulation, and splicing. 

3.1.1. Winding Techniques  

Two widely used techniques to wind solenoids are layer-wound (LW) and pancake (P)/double-pancake (DP). In an 

LW coil, the conductor is wound turn by turn one layer at a time, from the innermost to outermost layers [82].  

Generally, the conductor should be long enough to complete at least one full layer. The LW allows the entire coil to 

be wound with a single conductor piece, provided the conductor is long enough. In a DP coil, applicable to a high- 

aspect-ratio conductor, e.g., tape, two pancakes are wound sequentially, each pancake starting from the conductor 

midpoint and spiraling radially outward from the innermost to outermost turns [83]. The “cross-over’’ form one 

pancake to the other at their innermost turns is continuous, i.e., no splice. Because the winding height of each DP coil 

is about twice the conductor height (h ≥ w, where w is the tape width), a “long” magnet is an assembly of DP coils. 

The adjacent DP coils are spliced in the radial space outside the outermost winding diameter. Generally, a DP coil 

requires a continuous length of conductor that is considerably shorter than that required in a typical LW coil, e.g., 

even a 50 m long conductor may suffice for a DP coil. Even in a very large magnet, a continuous length of <1 km 

should be sufficient for a DP coil in contrast to that exceeding 10 km required for an LW magnet. At present, HTS 

tape longer than 200 m remains a challenging production hurdle, making DP technique a valuable option for HTS 

magnet. In this early stage of HTS magnet technology, modularity and scalability, both intrinsic to the DP technique, 

are attractive features to avoid risks of catastrophic mistakes that may occur during winding and testing.  Both LW 

and DP techniques are being used to wind HTS high-field magnets (see Section 4). 

3.1.2. Critical aspects of winding 

As extensively discussed in Sec. 2.5, a combination of a thin ceramic biaxially textured RE123 layer and a 

mechanically tough substrate (Hastelloy, NiW or stainless steel) makes the 2G HTS tape mechanically viable to the 
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high-field magnet, in particular an extremely high axial tensile stress of up to about 700 MPa [84]. Nevertheless, due 

to a large anisotropic stress tolerance, HTS tapes can be delaminated and degraded by a transversally tensile stress of 

only 10-20 MPa [72]. In coated conductors, independent of the fabrication process (RABiTS, IBAD), the 

superconducting layer is fully formed and present when a coil undergoes the react-and-wind process. In order to 

preserve the tape’s superconducting performances, the conductor strain must be kept below a critical limit. The 

importance strains are: bending during the winding process [85, 86]; cleavage by differential thermal contractions, 

particularly in an epoxy-impregnated coil [72]; and electromagnetic hoop stress (see Sec. 3.1.6). 

When a coil is wound, the bending strains occur along two principal directions: a) conductor axis (“easy bending”); 

b) normal to the conductor axis (“difficult bending”), at the inner transition region in a double-pancake coil or each 

end of an LW coil. From the bending analysis of thin beams, Markiewicz, et al. modelled the winding strains of DP 

and LW coils, derived analytical expressions for the easy and difficult bending strains, and compared their results 

with the measured irreversible strains [87]. For large winding diameters, bending strains are generally low but 

become a design constraint for those smaller than 50 mm. Joints are typically located in low-field regions. Note that, 

unless a great care is exercised, a great bending strain can occur in a joint [87]. 

3.1.3. Coil Impregnation  

In an LTS solenoid magnet, impregnation (e.g., epoxy, wax [82]) transforms a void-filled winding into a solid 

monolithic structure (mechanical load is uniform only in the axial direction),  eradicating or minimizing conductor 

motion, a chief source of premature quenches in nearly all “adiabatic” LTS magnets in the 1970s and early 1980s. In 

coils wound with coated conductors, because of the very large intrinsic temperature margin, the energy released by 

tape motion is unlikely to induce quenches. Impregnation immobilizes also the conductor against electromagnetic 

forces — immobilization may prevent stress concentration that results when the conductor moves — and may 

enhance effective conductive thermal conductivity within the winding, an important benefit especially for coils with 

a temperature gradient,  such as conduction-cooled coils. Nevertheless, at present, most high-field HTS coils are still 

designed for operation in a bath of liquid He.  

The mismatch of the thermal contraction coefficients among former, epoxy and HTS conductors generates thermal 

stresses that occur mainly around the edge of the conductor [72]. Already in a relatively small pancake coil [76, 88] 

the thermal stress is enough to induce delamination of the superconducting layer. In the long term the manufacturers 

of coated conductors may succeed in developing tapes with improved bonding between the layers, but alternative 

techniques dealing with the impregnation process of the commercial tapes presently available have already been 

reported. For example, in order to avoid the thermal stress at the edge of the conductor, Hwanjun Jeong, et al. [89] 

suggested reducing the width of the RE123 layer of 30% with respect to the tape width, but this is applicable only to 

tape which are not slitted after deposition. In general delamination may best be avoided by reducing the adhesion 

between impregnating material and tape. For the epoxy-impregnated winding, it has been shown that insulating the 

coated conductor with polyester heat-shrink tubes [75] or electrodeposited polyimide [77] can solve the problem. 

Another possibility is to modify the coil design: if the magnet is of a nested-coil formation, with each coil’s radial 

build sufficiently thin, the thermal stress is strongly reduced [90]. 

Another option is to replace epoxy resin with materials of weak bonding strengths. In principle any liquid material 

that solidifies after the application could be used for filling up voids and obtaining a monolithic structure.  For 

example paraffin and/or bee wax have been used to impregnate coated conductor coil without any major problem 

[91]. Although several research groups use epoxy impregnation for high-field solenoid coils, epoxy impregnation is 
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not compulsory. Indeed most MRI and NMR magnets are impregnated either with wax or epoxy resin. Another 

option is cyanoacrylate resin [92], which has also proved to have a sufficiently low adhesion and used successfully 

for impregnating racetrack coils [92]. One more possibility is to choose a former material of an extremely low 

thermal contraction that will reduce thermal stress [93].  

KIT proposed [94] a blend of araldite epoxy with quartz powder in a 1:1 ratio for degradation-free impregnated 

RE123 tapes/coils, targeted to Roebel cables. The blend is not the best match with RE123 conductors in terms of 

thermal contraction from RT to 77K nor has its effectiveness against delamination been demonstrated with full-scale 

coils. Furthermore, because the filler generally makes the epoxy denser and more viscous, the epoxy-impregnated DP 

coils of  ≥4-mm wide superconducting tape are unlikely to be 100% void-free unless the wet winding technique is 

used.   

Finally, it should be pointed out that a coil may also be constructed impregnation-free, i.e., dry winding. Winding 

tension makes the coil structure a more solid. This is the approach adopted by the NHMFL to construct a 32 T 

magnet (see Section 4). 

3.1.4. Coil Insulation 

Finding suitable insulation for coils wound with a large aspect ratio tape such as the coated conductor is very 

challenging. It must operate under severe conditions typical of a superconducting magnet: cryogenic temperatures; 

large electromagnetic stresses; high voltages developed during quenching. Different techniques have been adopted in 

prototype HTS magnets depending on their tape, geometry and manufactory method. The Bi2223 manufacturer has 

proposed Kapton, the “traditional” insulator for Bi2223 tapes: a thin Kapton tape with or without adhesive is 

wrapped around the Bi2223 tape, with an overlap that could be specified by the customer. The coated conductor 

manufacturer has also proposed Kapton. Kapton, weak mechanically, has one additional disadvantage: its thickness 

is comparable to the coated conductor’s. It thus nearly halves the overall current density of the DP coil. As the outer 

layer of coated conductors is in general of copper, Kapton may be replaced with enamel [95], a widely used 

insulation for the NbTi wire. To avoid degrading the coated superconductor, a caveat in applying enamel to the 

superconductor is to keep its curing temperature below 300°C and limit the duration to a few minutes. At IRL [96] a 

UV curable varnish insulates slitted strands used for Roebel cable. At NHMFL different insulation techniques have 

been tested, among them thermally-cured and UV-cured polymer coatings, oxide physical vapour deposition, and (on 

co-wound steel tape) oxide sol-gel coating: a production system of UV-cured epoxy coating and an experimental sol-

gel coating system have been successfully set up [97]. Other interesting approaches reported are the polyester heat-

shrink tubing of Trociewitz, el al. [75] and the electro-deposited polyimide insulation of Yanagisawa [77], both 

described in Sec. 2.5.3. 

In double-pancake coils the tape may be insulated only on one side (layer-to-layer insulation by mean of co-winding 

an insulating tape), with solid spacers providing the insulation between pancakes. At NHMFL each double pancake 

of the 32-T magnet is co-wound, sans impregnation, with sol-gel alumina-coated stainless steel tape. Considering a 

low radial thermal conductivity of the pancakes, Bai, et al. [98] suggested that copper cooling disks may be required 

to promote radial heat flow. BNL also investigated co-winding with bare SS tape and concluded that the low 

electrical conductivity of steel is sufficient to provide turn-to-turn electrical insulation [99, 100]. The pancakes are 

dry wound but the top and bottom sides are coated with epoxy before, which is an interesting solution to provide 

mechanical reinforcement and it may be usueful for quench protection. Weijers, et al. isolated the DP  by co-winding 

with insulated steel, and subsequently vacuum- impregnating with unfilled Stycast 1266 epoxy [97]. A 25–50-µm 
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thick Kapton layer separated the pancake halves. When the pancakes were stacked and mounted on the bore tube, the 

selected units were coated with Stycast 2850 at the i.d. and top/bottom surfaces. Yu, et al. used 0.05-mm thick, 12.7-

mm wide Kapton for turn-to-turn insulation for 0.1-mm thick, 12-mm wide RE123 tape. Each turn of the coil has one 

layer of the Kapton co-wound at the bottom of the superconductor, thus the fraction of the cross section occupied by 

the insulation is about 34% [101].  

The coated conductor manufacture is currently developing a substitute for Kapton, and the conductor with alternative 

insulation may become available within the next few years. 

The production of no-insulated coils (see Section 3.2.1) is being investigated extensively in the last few years. It 

might be a viable option, if the presence of interlayer electrical resistances is not detrimental to operation. Important 

operational issues for no-insulated coils include magnet charge sequence, quench protection, and fault-mode 

unbalanced forces. 

3.1.5.  Splicing 

Because not only the commercially available coated conductor is currently limited to lengths less than ~300 m but 

also a magnet comprising an assembly of double-pancake coils requiring many joints, a splicing technique, low-

resistance, easy-to-make, and reliable, is required. In LTS materials (NbTi and Nb3Sn wires) techniques to make 

superconducting joints are now widely available. The ceramic nature of coated conductors and their extreme 

sensitivity to oxygen and high temperatures preclude typical metallurgical jointing approaches, proven successful 

with LTS. To date, a technique developed recently by Y.J. Park, et al. [102] gives encouraging results. This approach 

consists in sintering two counter-facing ceramic layers in vacuum (>800°C) and restoring the optimal oxygen content 

by a special heat-treatment performed at a lower temperature. The high-temperature process is short but the 

annealing process to re-inject oxygen in the conductor is quite long, over 200 hours. Haigun Lee has recently shown 

that the re-oxygenation of Y123 during annealing can be facilitated by opening micro-holes on the surface of the 

tapes with a laser beam. This approach has been successful in restoring the full Ic of the tape after the jointing 

process: A current of ~60 A induced at 77 K in a loop containing a joint remained at the same current after more than 

200 days [103]. For a magnet comprising double pancake coils, making each joint between adjacent double pancake 

coils superconducting is a must for persistent-mode operation.  Non-superconducting joints can have more flexible 

geometries, including the lap joint, where two end faces are butt-joined, and the bridge joint, where two HTS tapes 

are bridged (see Fig. 7). The electrical resistance of a soldered joint depends on such factors as HTS tape lamination 

(brass or copper), solder material and layer thickness, surface cleanliness, contact uniformity, and pressure at the 

time of soldering. The solder resistivity, because solder is an alloy, does not decrease more than a factor of 2 from 77 

 
Figure 7 Different joint configurations: Lap joint (top) and Bridge Joint (bottom). 
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K and 4.2 K. Another important point with the coated conductor is that the “superconductor side” surface rather than 

the “substrate side” surface must be soldered.  

Splicing method, solder material and flux, temperature must match the specific characteristic of the tape: in 

laminated tape the temperature should be sufficiently low to avoid dismembering the laminated tapes (AMSC and 

Fujikura RE123; Sumitomo Bi2223). Furthermore, RE123 is deteriorated, by losing oxygen, when heated for a 

period of time, e.g.,  > 1 min at 300°C. These inherent dangers are reflected in the soldering recommendations of 

major manufacturers such as AMSC and SuperPower [104]. 

Among many reports on preparation of resistive joints, one of the most complete is Duckworth, et al. [105]. Various 

solders and fluxes were tested for RE123 joints in several configurations. The best results are achieved with two- 

component alloys, e.g., SnAg, InSn, SnPb, with RE123 pre-tinned or with an aluminium heater block to press the 

joint surfaces during the soldering process. The specific resistivity, defined as the resistance times the joint area, is a 

useful parameter. In general, measured specific resistivity at 77 K ranges <30 nΩ cm2 to  >500 nΩ cm2 [106]. 

Ko, et al. report results of lap joint and bridge joint that connects two parallel conductors [107]. Of the bridge joint, 

there are two types, parallel direction (PD joint) and orthogonal direction (OD joint), depending on the direction of 

the “bridge” tape with respect to the direction of the parallel CC tapes. The HTS layers of CC tapes faced each other 

with 75% of each CC tape covered with the bridge tape, as illustrated in figure 8. With a soldering machine 

developed by themselves [108], they made each joint at 190ºC, pressing it at a pressure of  17 kg/mm2, and cooled it 

down to room temperature in 15 minutes [95]. Their bridge joint (240 mm2) contact resistivity and critical current 

range, respectively, 96 nΩ cm2 - 336 nΩ cm2 and 90 A–100 A. Although in general, PD joints were better than OD 

joints, in terms of performance (contact resistivity and critical current) either type fares less well compared with the 

lap joint. 

In Section 2.5, the effect of mechanical loads on bare tape performance was discussed in detail. For practical 

applications splices are absolute necessity. The splices are also subjected to electromagnetic forces. The force on 

splices has been investigated with techniques similar to those used to characterize single bare tapes [109, 110].  

These studies have shown that the splice’s tensile strength may be strongly influenced by the tape architecture. In 

fact soldered splices without copper stabilizer do not carry full critical currents  [109]. Encouragingly, splices of 

copper-stabilized tapes carry full critical currents up to about 0.5% strain [110]. The source of failed splices is 

generally the same as that identified in bare tapes: at the interface between buffer layer and RE123. For this reason, 

strategies that reduce stress peaks at the splice and vicinity may enhance the mechanical properties of the splice. 

Independently from the tape architecture (i.e. with or without copper stabilization) it has been demonstrated that the 

soldered splice resistance is robust and independent of tensile stress.      

 
Figure 8 Different configuration of bridge joints. Left: PD joint; right: OD joint. 
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3.1.6. Stress Management 

The use of coated conductors in high-field superconducting magnets requires high strength against electromagnetic 

forces. In solenoidal magnets the hoop stress is tensile along the longitudinal direction of the conductor. Since the 

current carrying capabilities of these ceramic films are strain sensitive, it is necessary to limit the conductor strain. 

The conductor substrate metal should be strong enough (a high elastic modulus and a large elastic strain limit) to 

bear most of the hoop stress to limit the strain on the superconducting film. From a conductor point of view, the 

reinforcement options are described in Section 2.5. Examples of peak stresses in high field magnets are reported in 

Section 4. 

If the hoop stress is to exceed the substrate strength (or more in general the composite conductor strength, as the 

tensile stress can also be partially supported by the stabilizer or by the metal tape laminated on the conductor), then 

an additional reinforcement element must be provided. 

Co-winding a high-strength strip is an oft-used reinforcement technique. The added material reduces the winding 

pack overall current density, but allows the conductor to safely carry full operating current. Each design, however, is 

a comprise among competing requirements. An example is the double pancake design for the 32 T project at 

NHMFL [111], where an insulated steel tape is co-wound with the superconductor. Alternatively, the overwrap can 

be entirely wound over individual double-pancake coils, an example of which is a 100-T all-superconducting magnet 

[112]. 

For magnets designs not requiring high spatial field homogeneity, other stress management designs are possible. For 

an SMES unit, Nagaya, et al. [113] are developing the “Yoroi-coil” structure, where a part of the electromagnetic 

force is shifted from the conductor to the reinforcing outer plates situated at the side of the coil (Fig. 9). Using the 

Yoroi-coil structure concept, they demonstrated that it would be possible to push a calculated magnetic hoop stress of 

a 100-µm thick Hastelloy-backed conductor to beyond 1.6 GPa vs. a typical conductor limit of 1.3 GPa [114]. The 

measured conductor strain of this test coil was just 0.4%, suggesting that it would be possible to reach magnetic hoop 

stresses above 2 GPa without any irreversible degradation of the RE123 film. This concept seems to be better suited 

to pancake magnets, but it should be possible to apply this concept to other coil configurations. 

As a final remark, given the inconsistency between tests conducted on straight samples and tests conducted with 

applied electromagnetic forces on 1-turn coils [114], it is possible to argue that the peak hoop stress limit for coated 

 
Figure 9 Schematic of supporting mechanism of “Yoroi-coil” structure against electromagnetic force. Reprinted with 
permission from Nagaya et al. Applied Superconductivity, IEEE Transactions on 23 4601204 [113], Copyright 2013, 

IEEE. 
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conductor has yet been precisely established and therefore it is recommended that the magnet designer be careful in 

pushing these conductors close to their mechanical limits. 

3.2. Quench Protection 

As in most devices, the superconducting magnet must be protected against fault mode that may lead to permanent 

damage.  One common fault mode, particularly among LTS magnets, is a quench. The first step in quench protection 

is the detection of a quench, the most widespread detection technique being the resistive voltage that results from the 

quench. For a driven-mode magnet, the protection phase consists of two events: first switching off the power supply; 

and second automatically dumping most of the stored magnet energy into an external “dump” resistor, thereby to 

keep the initial hot spot from being overheated. The various protection options are discussed in [82]. In the so-called 

self-protecting magnet the stored energy is dissipated within the magnet winding without external intervention. In 

case of passive protection, common among persistent-mode, adiabatic LTS magnets, the protection system is within 

the cryostat: typically diodes and shunt resistors are paralleled across the nested coils comprising a magnet.  

Examples include laboratory as well as NMR and MRI magnets. In another active protection system, quench heaters 

placed within the winding are activated to intentionally quench a large enough winding volume, again, to keep the 

hot spot from being overheated.  

One issue in protection of adiabatic coils is the normal zone propagation velocity (NZPV), which in the HTS 

winding is much slower, by one to two orders of magnitude, than in the LTS winding [115-117]. This is because at a 

given operating current and magnetic field the NZPV is inversely proportional to the square root of the temperature 

margin, which is clearly much larger than in classical LTS materials. Adiabatic LTS coils are usually operated very 

close to the critical surface, i.e. their smallest temperature margins within the winding are often a fraction of a kelvin. 

When a normal zone appears in the adiabatic LTS winding it will spread very quickly along a large section of the 

coil. In the HTS winding, because of its low NZPV, the voltage across a normal zone will be low, making quench 

detection challenging in general and protection in particular [82]. 

The NZPV and minimum quench energy (MQE) have been measured for coated conductors test coils in the 

temperature range 30-80 K (mainly for power applications), but the data are of limited interest for high-field magnets 

operating at liquid helium temperatures. Measurements on short coated conductor samples at 4.2 K were carried out 

and the results compared with those for Bi2212 and MgB2 conductors [118]: at the same reduced current (I/Ic) the 

NZPV and MQE of coated conductors and Bi2212 wires are comparable (for example about 40 mm/s at I/Ic=0.6 and 

about 100 mm/s at I/Ic=0.8), while for MgB2, which has a critical temperature of 39 K, considerably lower than those 

of RE123 and Bi2212, the respective values are 20 times faster and 5 to 20 times lower.  

A very interesting approach to speed up the NZPV in coated conductors is based on increased contact resistance 

between the superconducting layer and the stabiliser/substrate [119]. Indeed the interface next to the superconducting 

layer appears to be a key player in NZP [120]. The numerical simulation of Badel, et al. [119] shows a drastic 

increase of NZPV when the thermal conductance of the superconductor/substrate interface becomes lower than 40 

W/K-cm, i.e. when the superconducting layer is almost thermally decoupled from the substrate.  Similarly Levin, et 

al. proposed [121], on the basis of numerical simulations, that increasing superconducting-layer/stabiliser contact 

resistance would increase NZPV. Following these indications the modification of an industrial tape from Superpower 

was carried out by Lacroix et al. [122]: the superconductor layer is separated from the Ag and Cu layers with a 

proprietary layer, deposited before the metal matrix layers. The dramatic effect of this layer may be seen from a 

graph of 77-K NZPV vs. current plots on selected contact resistances, shown in Fig. 10. One drawback is an added, 
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and perhaps more complicated, manufacturing step. Another is reduced stability. Still, it may be worth paying these 

prices of reduced stability, though the efficacy of this higher contact resistance should further be proved at LHe 

temperatures in coils rather than only on short samples. In another effort to speed up NZPV, which is a complete 

opposite of the above, the thermal conductivity within the coil pack was improved with a coat of ZnO [123]. The 

results were negative with epoxy-impregnated coils, possibly because epoxy might have degraded the overall thermal 

conductivity. In a more recent experiment [124] titania-doped electrical insulation led to a 2.5 factor increase in 

NZPV. 

With respect to quench detection, optical fibres are used to detect a quench-induced temperature rise [125]. An 

electromagnetic method involving a special preparation of the tape [126] and acoustic emissions (AE) [127-132] 

have also been investigated. Except AE technique, which has proven valuable and applied to diagnose the quench 

sources in adiabatic LTS magnets, the other approaches remain in R&D stage.  

One important aspect that should be mentioned is that in the design of LTS magnets the amount of stabilizer (in 

general copper) is an important parameter, which is optimised for each magnet. In contrast with this, the copper cross 

section in the commercial coated conductor is much smaller than those in LTS wires. For example, in the standard 4-

mm wide SuperPower coated conductor with 20-µm thick plated copper layers, the total copper cross section is 0.16 

mm2; since the tape can carry more than 200 A in a high field at 4.2 K, the copper current density can exceed 1000 

A/mm2. For comparison, the copper current density in a Nb3Sn laboratory magnet is less than 300 A/mm2.  Ishiyama, 

et al., worked out general equations to estimate the optimal stabilizer cross section for a SMES magnet operated at 50 

K [133]. Regarding high-field coils, simulation study by Uglietti and Marinucci has shown that a moderate increase 

in copper cross section coupled with a sensitive quench detection and a short discharge time constant are sufficient to 

passively protect a 4-T/40-mm bore magnet [134]. For large coils the copper cross section should be further 

increased if a passive protection system (shunt resistors with diodes) is used. 

Active quench protection often uses heaters. When a quench is detected, the heaters placed within the winding are 

activated, either by an external power supply or by a portion of the stored energy, quickly driving a large volume of 

the winding into the normal state. This normal-state volume is generally designed to dissipate the entire stored 

energy with a limited temperature rise. The quench-inducing heater will be necessary for the HTS coil because of its 

low NZPV. Dixon et al. used a heater system in combination with diodes and resistors to protect a 900-MHz NMR 

 
Figure 10 Dependence of NZPV with applied current for different values of the interfacial resistance between the 
ceramic layer and the stabiliser. Reprinted with permission from Lacroix et al. Applied Superconductivity, IEEE 

Transactions on 23 4701605 [122], Copyright 2013, IEEE. 
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magnet comprising NbTi and Nb3Sn coils [135]. A heater-based active protection is more complicated to implement, 

both in design and construction, compared with a passive protection, but it is mandatory, especially for large HTS 

magnets.  A heater-based quench protection system was tested on a Bi2212 insert coils [136]: the experiment shows 

that this solution is compatible in terms of response time with the protection system of the outer LTS coils. General 

considerations about protection heaters for coated conductor coils are presented in [137] where heaters are designed 

for various coil sizes and operating temperature: in general a dense array of heaters is effective for all the cases 

presented in the paper. A practical application of these considerations is presented in [138] for the protection of a 32-

T magnet under construction at the NHMFL (see Section 4): quench tests of the double pancake modules were 

carried out to demonstrate that the 32 T magnet would be safely protected. 

3.2.1.  No-Insulation (NI) Coils 

In a very different approach to quench protection, turn-to-turn electrical insulation is removed, completely or 

partially, to enable the current to flow into the adjacent turns and thereby keep the hot spot from overheated. An 

Nb3Sn layer-wound coil with partial insulation (layers insulated, no turn-to-turn insulation) was tested in 1986 [139] 

and the first no-insulation (NI) coil in 1999 [140]. This NI coil consisted of an NbTi cable-in-conduit conductor, 

which was directly soldered to the coil mandrel to form a detector magnet; in case of quench the current is shunted 

 
Figure 12  Over-current test results of an NI HTS test coil at 4.2 K. Reprinted with permission from Hahn et al. 

Applied Superconductivity, IEEE Transactions on 22 4302405 [144], Copyright 2012, IEEE.  

 
Figure 11 (a) No-Insulation (NI) HTS single pancake test coil; (b) Test coil mounted in the LHe experimental setup. 
Reprinted with permission from Hahn et al. Applied Superconductivity, IEEE Transactions on 22 4302405 [144], 
Copyright 2012, IEEE. 
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through the steel conduit. A new detector magnet based on the same design principle was constructed in 2008 [141]. 

The NI winding technique has also been applied to HTS double-pancake coils wound with Bi2223 and RE123 [142]. 

Tests at 77 K with these coils demonstrated that the NI coils can withstand over 2.5 times the coil critical current 

without burning, while insulated coil are very quickly damaged as soon as the critical current is exceeded. 

Investigation on NZPV was carried out with distributed thermocouples and voltage taps [143]. 

With coated conductors measurement at 4.2 K of a single pancake (25-mm i.d., 53-mm o.d., see Fig. 11) confirmed 

an exceptional tolerance to over-current: the pancake fully quenched at 486 A and such a high current was 

maintained for over 30 s [144]  (see Fig. 12). The tape connecting the coil to the copper electrode burned out (see 

dashed region in Fig. 11), but measurements at 77 K showed that the coil itself was not damaged. Therefore the 

authors have suggested that a non-insulated coil should be regarded as a self-protecting coil, which does not need 

neither active nor passive protection, i.e. the stored energy can be dissipated in the coil winding without any other 

circuit or device. An additional benefit is that by removing the insulation and possibly decreasing the stabilizer 

thickness, the overall coil current density can be further increased. 

The main drawback of the NI winding technique is a charging delay time when an NI coil is energized. An NI coil 

may be modelled with an equivalent LR electric circuit with L given by the coil inductance and R by the turn-to-turn 

resistance [145]. In the layer-wound coil the delay time constant becomes too long to make the coil impractical  

[146], unless the coil incorporates partial-insulation winding technique  [139, 147].  

3.3. Field quality 

The field quality is a very important feature of a superconducting magnet. Field quality includes two aspects: 

temporal stability; and spatial homogeneity (about the magnet centre). The field quality for NMR and MRI magnets 

are much more stringent than that for standard laboratory magnets. For example, an NMR magnet may require a 

temporal field stability of better than 0.01 ppm/h, which, for a 20 T magnet, corresponds to a variation of 1.5 mT per 

year. The tolerance on coil geometry is a key parameter for meeting the spatial homogeneity requirements. This is 

one reason why layer-wound construction is preferred to pancake construction for MRI and NMR magnets, even 

with tape conductors. 

 
Figure 13 Magnetic fields and shielding currents in superconducting tape: (a) external magnetic field Be and self-
magnetic field Bs for superconducting tape, (b) shielding (magnetization) current against Be, and (c) shielding current 
against Bs. Reprinted from [148].  
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The field quality of a magnet is degraded, among other factors, by the magnetization of the magnet’s superconductor. 

Based on Bean’s model, the magnetization is a result of a screening current induced in the superconductor in 

response to a time-varying field. In a tape-wound magnet, the radial component of a magnetic field will induce large 

superconducting screening current loops in the tape [148]. The situation is schematically shown in Fig. 13. The 

magnetic field generated by the screening currents is also called shielding field, field error or magnetisation. 

The screening-current field (SCF) is responsible for: 1) field reduction with respect to the design value; 2) remnant 

field after the magnet has been discharged; 3) temporal field drift at constant operating current (or in persistent 

mode) by flux creep. The SCF varies along the magnet axis, thus affecting also the field homogeneity. Some of the 

very first superconducting solenoid magnets built in the 1960s were wound either with V3Ga tape or Nb3Sn tape, 

whose geometry and architecture are similar to those of modern coated conductors. Indeed those magnets exhibited a 

reduced central field, a sizable remnant field after discharge, and large temporal field drift (at constant operating 

current) [149-151]. Since the beginning of the 1970s multifilamentary wires (NbTi and Nb3Sn) have become the 

standard in the industry. Because of the fine filaments (2 to 100 µm) the screening current loops are very small, 

making their SCF negligible. Nevertheless for NMR and MRI magnets, filaments should be as fine as possible 

 
Figure 14 Lines of constant shape factor F as a function of  the coil geometry: 2a1 is the bore diameter, 2a2 the coil 
diameter and 2b the coil height. Coils on the same line generate the same central magnetic field, if the overall current 
density and the inner diameter are the same. Coils on the minimum volume line generate a central magnetic field 
with minimum use of superconducting wire. Reprinted with permission from Yanagisawa et al. Applied 
Superconductivity, IEEE Transactions on 20 744-7 [156], Copyright 2011, IEEE. 
 

 
Figure 15 The ratio between the screening field and the design central field as a function of the coil height 
normalized to the bore diameter. Reprinted with permission from Yanagisawa et al. Applied Superconductivity, IEEE 
Transactions on 20 744-7 [156], Copyright 2011, IEEE. 
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(typical Nb3Sn Bronze Route wires for NMR magnets have filaments diameters betwen 2 µm and 5 µm). The 

detrimental effects of SCF on field quality were observed in the first decade of this century, when Bi2223 tapes were 

used to build inserts for NMR magnets [152, 153]. In [154] and [155] the SCF of the Bi2223 insert was found to be 

responsible for reduction in the total magnetic field, a large gradient in the harmonic components, and large temporal 

drift (field decay).  Although Bi2223 tape, unlike coated conductor tape, consists of many filaments, because the 

filaments are embedded in silver matrix and thus electromagnetically coupled, its SCF is large.    

SCF will be even larger in coated conductor, which basically consists of a single monofilament (the superconducting 

layer) of width in the range 3-12 mm: this is about three orders of magnitude larger than the finest filaments in 

Nb3Sn wires. It follows that the detrimental effects of SCF on field quality should also be larger in the same order. A 

detailed calculation of SCF in coated conductor coils (see Fig. 14) was carried out at LHe temperature [156]. It was 

found that the centre field ratio of the SCF to the coil is maximum for a minimum-volume coil, whereas it is much 

lower for short-and-thick (pancake) coils and long-and-thin coils. For a fixed aspect ratio, for example, a minimum- 

volume coil, the ratio first increases with coil volume, reaches a maximum, and then decreases (see Fig. 15). 

Moreover, for a fixed coil shape, SFC is proportional to the ratio of tape width to coil i.d. [157].  Of course, 

minimum-volume coil is generally unsuitable to meet high spatial field homogeneity requirements. 

The detrimental effects of SFC on field for an all-coated-conductor 1.3 GHz NMR magnet have been evaluated 

numerically, [158]: at the centre the SFC would reduce the strength by ~8% and deteriorate the spatial homogeneity. 

Even if NbTi correction coils are placed at magnet ends, they are ineffective to improve the field homogeneity.  

Field reduction and remnant field were measured for coils of different aspect ratios [159]; measurement and 

computation ([157]) agree quite well. The field temporal stability in a small coil of the same aspect ratio as that of a 

nominal-size NMR coil was measured; the small coil was found to have a temporal drift of 10 ppm/h, clearly much 

greater than that for a typical NMR operation [159].  One technique proposed recently to shim SFC-induced field 

impurity is a set of persistent-mode shim coils prepared from RE123 [160]. 

Despite a report of a superconducting joint between coated superconductors (see Section 3.1.5), a persistent-mode 

NMR magnet of coated conductor could still be difficult because of the temporal drift due to the screening currents.   

Various techniques have been proposed to reduce the amplitude of the screening currents. These possible techniques 

include: multifilamentary coated conductors (striated coated conductors, see Sec. 2.4) would reduce SCF inversely to 

the number of filaments, for example, with 10 filaments, SCF would be reduced by 10; the so-called overshooting 

technique [161], though not really useful for the NMR magnet,  reverses a current sweep, as small as 1% of the peak 

 
Figure 16 RE123 test coil fron NHMFL generating 4.2 T in a background field of 31.2 T. Reprinted with permission 
from Trociewitz et al., Applied Physics Letters 99 202506 [75]. Copyright 2011, AIP Publishing LLC.  
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current, to impede SCF variation; apply a field parallel to the tape wide surface with copper coils that sandwich a 

coated conductor coil [162].  

4. Overview on Ongoing High-Field DC Magnet projects based on RE123 

The progress of high-field magnets has tracked closely the advancement of superconductors and materials science. It 

has been propelled by new frontiers of science and science-driven innovation in which a magnetic field plays a key 

role.  The trends and driving forces for these ambitious high-field magnets are summarized in a 2013 report by the 

National Academy of Sciences [163]. Among new ideas, recommendations, future technological objectives, the 

report recommends the construction of a 40 T all-superconducting DC magnet that should motivate research 

institutions in the world active in superconducting magnet technology. 

In this section we present selected steady (DC) all-RE123 high-field magnets, the main design parameters of which 

are given in Table 4.  

The highest magnetic field ever achieved, 35.4 T, was obtained with a 4.2-T insert wound with 96-m long RE123 in 

a 31.2-T resistive outsert at the NHMFL (Fig. 16) [75]. The RE123 insert incorporates an innovative insulation 

material of non-bonding thin polyester film that prevents conductor degradation during cooling (see Sections 2.5.3 

and 3.1.3).   

An important project that has been upgraded along the course of the years is a 1.3-GHz (30.5-T) NMR magnet under 

construction at the MIT Francis Bitter Magnet Laboratory [164]. The magnet is particularly interesting, and 

challenging, because it fully capitalizes the high-field potential of RE123, making the RE123 insert, despite stringent 

NMR-quality field requirements, contribute 800 MHz, over 60% of the total frequency (and field). Upon successful 

completion, this magnet will become a power tool for advancement in biomedical sciences [163]. This 500-MHz 

LTS/800-MHz RE123 combination superseded a 600-MHz LTS/700-MHz HTS (Bi2223/RE123) combination [165], 

which had earlier replaced yet another combination of a 700-MHz LTS/600 MHz HTS (Bi2223/RE123) [166]. Two 

of the most remarkable features of this design are related to the insulation strategy and field quality. In fact a no-

insulation (NI) winding technique is adopted in order to make the 800-MHz RE123 insert self-protecting without 

 Table 4 Main parameters of the ongoing high-field projects based on RE123 

 35.4 T 

NHMFL 

1.3 GHz 

MIT 

32 T 

NHMFL 

24 T 

NIMS 

25 T CSM 

HFLSM 

100 T 

MIT 

Target Field (T) 35.4 30.5 32 24 25.6 100 

HTS Field (T) 4.2 11.7 17 7.6 11.5 100 

RE123 coil Field (T) 4.2 18.8 17 7.6 11.5 100 

No. RE123 Sections 1 3 2 1 1 39 

Inner Diameter (mm)  14 91 40 50 96 20 

Outer Diameter (mm) 38 204 232 112.4 280 5600 

Winding Technology LW DP DP LW LW DP 

Operating Current  196 250 180 360 135 4 x 600 

Winding Curr. Dens. ( A/mm2) 320 546 197/176 262 110.8 520.8 

Copper Curr. Dens.( A/mm2) 1200 2042* 439 960 - - 

Max. Hoop Stress (MPa) 340 680 450 450 405 398 

Total RE123 (m) 96 11’590 9’379 515 17’591 12’367’000 

Status Tested In Prod. In Prod. Tested Concept Concept 
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adding extra Cu stabilizer, compact, and mechanically robust.  Despite its rather short overall winding length, its 

computed field quality, in the absence of SCF, is maintained with inside-notched central DP coils [164]. 

Another high-field NMR system is being developed at NIMS, Tsukuba, in Japan, in which the goal is to go beyond 1 

GHz [167, 168]. The project is going through several intermediate stages to develop RE123 magnet technology. 

Currently their focus is on a 600 MHz RE123 system. For this purpose they tested in 2011 a short layer-wound 7.6-T 

RE123 insert in a background LTS field of 17.2 T [169]. An interesting feature introduced in this test coil is a 

resistive joint connecting the two 250-m long RE123 sections. The splice, embedded within the coil winding, was 

operated successfully up to 321 A. Although the coil design was quite conservative in regard to a maximum stress 

(460 MPa) its copper current density was quite ambitious (960 A/mm2), requiring a reliable protection system.  

In terms of laboratory high-field magnets targeting materials science and solid-state physics research, a 32-T magnet 

project at NHMFL deserves a special citation: today this project is one of the most advanced, incorporating all-LTS 

and HTS coils in a unique high-field facility (Fig. 17) [111, 170]. The program has a stated double purpose of 

enabling unprecedented high-field research activities and demonstrating HTS-based magnet technologies. The design 

parameters for this magnet, aimed to serve the user for 20 years, focuses on modularity and generous operating 

margins. The hoop-stress is limited to 450 MPa on RE123 conductor and copper current density to 440 A/mm2 to 

ease protection requirements. These rather conservative choices, taken to ensure reliability and longevity, pose 

challenge, particularly for RE123 insert. The total RE123 conductor length is almost 10 km, configured into 56 

double-pancake coils, each wound with special insulation and reinforcement mechanism, and protected [171].  

It is interesting to note that for some of these projects there has been a shift from hybrid Bi2223-RE123 coil 

formation toward all-RE123 formation [164, 166, 172-174]. This shift may reflect the RE123’s steady performance 

improvement in electromagnetic properties and its inherent mechanical strength advantage over Bi2223. Based on 

the design parameters listed in Table 4, it appears that the adopted stress management strategies even under severe 

operating conditions are consistent with the well-known RE123 properties. On the other hand, there still remains a 

wide range of protection strategies, from the self-protecting feature of the NI winding technology to the traditional 

protection techniques for insulated winding technology. This protection issue will certainly be subject of deeper 

investigations and debate in the near future when these projects will enter in their critical production and testing 

phases. 

 
Figure 17 Design of a superconducting 32 T magnet with RE123 high field coils, from NHMFL. Reprinted from
[170].  
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In parallel to the high-field NMR project the High Field Laboratory for Superconducting Materials (HFLSC) in 

Sendai is also planning an upgrade to their 18 T cryogen-free superconducting magnet (CSM). The proposed field 

target of 25 T [172, 173] could be achieved with a 14-T LTS outsert and a single RE123 insert. This RE123 coil also 

uses quite relaxed parameters, and combined with its large inner bore (96 mm winding diameter), the coil will 

require RE123 conductor in excess of 17 km. 

As a final closing citation in this section dedicated to high-magnetic field systems, a special note is reserved to a 100 

T DC magnet proposed recently by Iwasa and Hahn [112]. Their design in fact pushes to the extreme limit all aspects 

of the RE123 technology and magnet design developed to date. The technological effort will be comparable with 

those of LHC ATLAS and ITER TF magnets: the 100-T magnet, almost 17-m tall and nearly 6-m outer diameter, 

stores more than 120 GJ of magnetic energy. It comprises 39 nested all-RE123 coils, assembled from more than 

14’000 double-pancake coils requiring a total of more than 12’000 km of 12-mm wide RE123 tape. One of the main 

enabling ingredients for this ambitious magnet is the RE123 conductor. With its unique electromagnetic properties 

and mechanical strength, RE123 seems at present the only suitable superconductor.  A 100-T DC superconducting 

magnet, perhaps the Holy Grail of a continuous (DC) magnetic field, is an example of an innovative, and ambitious, 

design that in order to convert to reality requires a further superconducting magnet technology R&D effort, and 

surely of an international scale, like ITER and LHC.  

5. Conclusions 

Currently, because of its current-carrying capacity and, equally importantly, high mechanical strength, RE123 is the 

only high-temperature superconductor applicable to high-field magnets. It is unlikely that even continued progress in 

Bi2212 and Bi2223 conductors will able to resolve their inherent disadvantage in mechanical strength vs. RE123. To 

fully capitalize on the remarkable properties of RE123, a wide range of techniques has been developed and some 

already successfully deployed. Despite many challenging issues that confront RE123, and the magnet, its demanding 

and inspiring partner, together they are poised to break through into a new brave high-field world, even unimagined 

at the beginning of the HTS era. We strongly believe that this new high-field world, where HTS is unquestionably 

the enabling technology, will lead to major discoveries and development in many areas of physics, biology, 

chemistry, materials, medicine, and engineering, possibly even entirely original studies that would have been 

impossible or even inconceivable. 
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